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17-year-old teak plantation where compaction of soil has developed, inhibiting
soil aeration and retarding the gnnvth rate with little or no undergnnvth.

INTRODUCTION

The growing stock and natural
regeneration of teak and other valuable
commercial species in Myanmar's
forests are fast declining (1995, Keh,
K; Kyaw, S; 1993,1996, Keh, K, 1998,
Brunner, J;) due to successional

-changT^iirfore-sT typesTTepealea
servere annual forest fires, fuelwood
crisis, and over exploitation, thereby
necessitating new research approaches
and concepts in the treatment of our
forests, hoping it would lead us to new
pathways of cohesively conserving,
developing and thereby sustainably
managing our valuable natural tropical
forests, especially the valuable teak
bearing forests. Massive enrichment
planting may be long overdue in Asia
tropical forests. (1997, Sella, M)

Time has changed many ideas,
conditions and concepts due to new

discoveries. Foresters need to keep
abreast with changing times, science
and technology and boldly discard any
past misconceptions or errors and adopt
new concepts, and technologies that are
compatible with the present situation
for practical implementation, so that we
may not be found lagging behind in the
'scientific, sociair^cbnoiniclan3'
technical fields and thus be able to
"positively respond to the changing
needs and challenges of achieving
sustainable forestry development for
stability and food security" of the
country. (1997, Antalya Declaration).

PAST ERRORS AND i
MISCONCEPTIONS j

j
One of the past errors was not j

heeding to the repeated advice of j
reknowned and vastly experienced !

tropical foresters over the past century; ;

16

such as Baden Powell (1874), Brandis,
the Founder of Tropical Forestry (1881),
Troup(1917)(1920),Blandford(1921),
Watson (1923), Stebbing (1926).
Champion (1932), Kermode, C.W.D
(1964), Hans Leibundgut (1985) and
Hans Lamprencht. (1990), as pertaining
to natural forest management and
plantation establishment in the tropics.
After 25 years of intensive service in
Tropical Burma (Myanmar) and India,
Dr. Brandts, the father of Burmese
Forestry, had successfully evolved the
Burma Selection System which was
then most suitable for managing our
tropical teak forests.

Dr. Lamprencht (1990), a highly
experienced temperate as well as
tropical forester .was totally against
plantation establishment in any form in
the tropics. Watson (1923) also advo -
cated planting Xylia dolubriformis an
environmentally friendly tree species,
instead of teak, a highly environmentally
unfriendly tree species. (1999 Keh, K).
Should one employ a "bad forester",
teak, on unsuitable sites, which will
adversely affect the soil and the
environment in one's estate? (1871,

that teak plantations never transformed
into mixed natural forests as they were
intended to, after the last heavy thinning
had been carried out and left to merge
with the natural forest (1997. Keh, K)

Mis-management and conversion
of good natural tropical teak forests to
extensive plantations of teak
monoculture, adversely affects the
fauna and flora, bio-diversity, site
quality, productivity and ecology of the
forests (1995, Gyi K.K: and Tint, Dr.
Kyaw; 1995 Keh, K and Kyaw, S;)
ultimately leading to forest decline,
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(1997, Keh, K; 1999 Keh, K;) and j
sterile bush. (1992, Tewari, D.N). •
Research now shows that site quality |
in teak plantations decline with age \
(1995, Jarayaman;) and site I
deterioration between and within
rotation poses a threat to potential yield
and sustainable management. (1995,
Chacko; 1979, KFRI;) and the
continuing teak plantations j
establishment on unsuitable sites and
topography are "standing witnesses" to
environmental degradation and soil
deterioration. Many foresters have
inadvertently overlooked the inherent

'a'dverseT affect hf Tea If, h'otfr" in
plantations and natural forests, on the
soil, the fauna and flora and the
environment (1871, Powell, B; 1932,
Champion, H.G 1991, White, KJ) and
had given preference to economic gain.
(1926, Stebbing, E, P) Should we
produce teak by means of plantations
for economic gain at the expense of
the soil and forest decline? (1997
Keh.K;) We earnestly need to treat the
forests and the soil's with great care as
mismanagement may lead to
unretrievable consequences.

The need thus arises to urgently
evolve a new research approach or
concept in silviculture and management j
of our forests, especially teak and other ;
valuable commercial species bearing

. forests, and find out by all means some
ways to cohesively manage, conserve
and develop ihem and thereby obliterate
some of the ravages of past errors.

THE URGENT NEED FOR A
NEW RESEARCH CONCEPT
OR APPROACH IN THE
CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF \
MYANMAR TEAK AND OTHER j
COMMERCIAL SPECIES •
BEARING TROPICAL FORESTS

national and regional development.
(1997, Armitage. I), especially as in
Myanmar where the rural population
predominates.

'The awareness of the ever
increasing loss and degradation of the
tropical forests caused by all stratas of
society have provided the impetus for
continuing efforts by governments and
many international bodies including the
N.G.Os to find and implement new
approaches to tropical forest
conservation and management (ibid)
1998Brunner,J)

However, tropical forests are fast
-disappearm
of society who are particularly
dependent on forests as a direct source
of food, as well as fuel and various non-
wood products for their livelihood,
suffer the most (1997, FAO Impact of
El Nino on forests).

It should always be borne in mind
by all, that forests provide crucial
social, economic and environmental
goods and services to the people of the
world and contribute to food security,
clean air and soil protection and that
their sustainable management and
conservation is essential to achieving
sustainable development. (1997,
Antalya Declaration, 1998, MYT-TV)

and maintain the ecological and social
functions. (1997 Vanniert, B)

The need thus arises for us to find
new appropriate research experiments
for conservation and development of
our tropical forests, particularly teak
and other commercial species bearing
forests, so that the renewability of
tropical forest resources be sustained
and thus ensure the low cost -effective
sustainability of forests and production
of a range of wood and other forest
products; including the non-wood forest
products at low capital cost, as well as
fulfilling several social and

igemeiiLfiuiciions_
(1997,Artimage.I)

As at present, it is not an
exaggeration to say that moist tropical
forests in much of Asia are probably
the most valuable forests, most
countries in the region will ever have.
To allow them to be further degraded
or lost would be little short of a tragedy
for us all; as they are unable to he
recreated in their present form-they
would simply be irretrievably lost
forever, together with the accruing
many faceted benefits to human
society, the environment, the medicinal
and the scientific world. (1997, ibid).
The once world famous Admiralty
Quality teak of Myanmar and the

to be of fundamental environmental, j A ?r^/c p,v.fwre Ofveiy severe soii erdsion on friable soil on a
.social uiui economic imi,oriancc u- / 7_ywir_£,/t/ leuk plantation.
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v4 healthy vigorous leak tree in a natural forest, with luxuriant
mdergrmvtli and some saplings and poles on fertile level ground.

internationally reknowned CP teak of
India are things of the past which may
never be recreated (1993, Rao, Y.S.),
if we fail to find means and ways to
conserve and develop them; thus, the
urgent need to conserve and develop
them based upon new research
approaches/concepts.

PROPOSED RESEARCH

It is therefore proposed that
research experiments be carried out in
three major areas namely-
(a) the very moist-high rainfall mixed
teak bearing forests such as in the

\<>i«a 1-orcMs where the annual rainfall
varies from 100 inches decreasing
towards 65 inches; and
(c) the drier mixed teak bearing forests
covering the northern portion of die
Bago Yoma where the annual rainfall
varies between 65 niches to 40 inches.

Each of the three major regions are
again to be subdivided into three Land-
forms in which the experiments are to
be carried out;
W flat areas and alluvial flats on either
side of streams
(b) sloping areas adjoining the flat level
area and
(c) areas along the ridges or on top of
the slopes.

It should be noted mat even in each
major area of the same rainfall pattern,
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the three differing landforms will exhibit
differing environmental conditions and
varying species composition.

The object of this research
experiment is to see how the differing
species or same species perform in
varying rainfall and landform patterns
in the three major areas, and the results
if applicable, applied to the vast natural
forests in the Bago Yoma, so as to
replenish the dwindling regeneration and
consequently the growing stock of the
valuable commercial species on a

—massive scale/ particularly teakrTeak
will be confined to landform (a) and not
to landforms (b) and (c) (1964,
Kermode; 2000,Keogh, R;)

,• The experiments should aim not to
unduly disturb the fauna, flora,

"biodiversity and ecology of the natural
forests by the experimental research
planting programs. The experiments will
be carried out and spot weeding applied
till the planted species become

.established and will then be left to
merge with the natural forests. Due to
extensive exploitation of the
commercial species in the Bago Yoma,
the forests had become fairly open; thus
wide-spaced enrichment planting of
teak mixed with other valuable
commercial species should be carried
out in such situations.

The spacing will vary from 15 feet
to 45 feet and spot weeding will vary
from four times in the first year and
just once in the fourth, fifth or sixth year
depending on whether the planted
species have become established or
not. The spacing and weeding
frequency will be left to the discretion
of the researcher, but the species
chosen for each major area and the
di fieri n» landforms must he suitable

with the local climate, soil and
environment.

The species chosen for the
research experiments includes-
evergreen, deciduous and dry zone
species. They are: Hoped odorata,
Artocarpus chaplasha. Anisoptera
glabra, Pterocymbium tinctorium,
Dipterocarpus species, Xylia
dolobriformis, Tectona grandis
(Teak), Pterocarpus macrocarpus,
Mitiygyna rotundifolia, Gmelina
arborea, Chukrasia tabularis,

At the same time, there is an urgent
need to preserve the best growth
quality teak bearing areas or forests or
forest types as genetic pools (Teaknet
2000, April, No. 18) by all means
possible for conservation and
development of teak through concerted
research and development. The same
should be done for other valuable
commercial species such as Xylia
dolabnformis, Pteroecarpus macrocarpus,
Dalbergia oliveri (Tamalan) etc. Dry teak

N i l . - .ui.l c: . . , - - . , : i i ; cn i . The species
stipulated in the paper need not be

genetic pools, as dry teak trees exhibitTerminalia tomentosa, Pent acme
siamensis, Shorea
oblongifolla, Melan-
orrhoea usitata. Dio-
spyros burmanica.
Acacia catechu etc.

CONCLUSION

It is hoped that the
research experiments "&•$
will enable foresters to
find out ways and means g
so as not to unduly _ . , , , ~« ,j ,. . . . . Exposed lateral roots of a 20-year-old teak
disturb the environment, . , / / > • « . • f n • *•*•*••«*••*• even in a 40 inches ramfQU'regine.. v>%
soil and ecology of the -*•• ^ * » :''•' -'•' •. v>»
natural forest in the research resistance' to^droughT, fire;'^t^and
experimental planting programs; and to (jjse^es ' W \
find out how the different valuable ^ . ̂ atton^asure. Unl»e
species performed in differing grades • ^*
of rainfall, on different environmental
conditions as on flat level ground, on
sloping ground and on ridge tops, will
bring positive results that can be applied
to the natural forests on a massive
scale, so as to successfully induce, as
well as improve the regeneration,
density and growing stock of the
declining valuable commercial species
Kv.rini: forests, thr;;u".h nrtilichl-c'.Hn-

tk-'*QL
gemv, it is a rehewa&le and siist;
resource, jf managed under appfopriji
and suiittbte; silvicultural arVd mana-
gement research proverf techniques.
However, if the techniques applied are
inappropriate or unsuitable to the
sustainable development of teak, it can
gradually become liquidated or
plundered (Kanaught, 1997 Discussion.
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